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ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the urgency of rethinking the way practical research work is developed, in order to 

improve academic sustainability as a whole. We'll describe the implementation of field work trips, previously defined to 

gather data necessary for one particular PhD project. Comparing available mobility solutions we will break down the 

output for each solution regarding Green House Gas emissions and economic and social balance. This study intends to 

raise academic awareness to the need of being coherent when approaching sustainability issues, so that further gaps 

between believers and skeptics over the planet earth environmental crises is narrowed. In a Bottom-Up practical and 

quantitative study approach, we demonstrate that with some extra planning effort, it is practical, viable and efficient, to 

travel by train and small electric bicycle, instead of driving an average car. Thus we present the consequent unmatched 

amounts of resources used per kilometer. This findings are vital in today's world fragile economic, social and 

environmental context, where each and everyone is called to sparkle proactive reactions to the business-as-usual 

unsustainable attitude. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this paper is to rethink the way practical 

research work is implemented in order to to improve 

academic sustainability as a whole. We have analysed, 

side by side,  two different mobility solutions and have 

gathered data that allows us to produce a comparative 

report regarding the resources usage in both options. 

 

These study theme emerged in the process of planing 

the fieldwork for a Phd that intends to contribute to 

“Sustainable Architecture and Eco-Tourism in the Alto 

Douro Region”, in the North of Portugal. We realized 

that there were lots of small trips (<20km) between each 

tourism building set to use as case study, and relatively 

long distance trips (>100km) between Alto Douro region 

and Porto - the work and living place of the researcher. 

 

This study is rooted in the assumption that Architects 

are responsible for coherent coordination of a wide range 

of technical expertise, and architects when researching 

are responsible for an holistic approach to subjects. 

Researchers must be aware of the time-frame in witch a 

study in being developed – the context of international 

economic and environmental crises. Research must find 

methodologies that integrate the existing academic 

knowledge on sustainability paradigm based on the 

balance of social, environmental and economical 

dimensions. Thus, our inters is coherence, that is, we 

wish to demonstrate that, not only we are interested in 

proving that tourism buildings should be sustainable, but 

also actively being sustainable in the process of 

demonstrating it. In the contemporary context of resource 

scarcity and environmental crisis this proactive attitude is 

fundamental. Researchers must reflect on research 

viability and grasp our share our responsibility to the 

world environmental and economical crisis. 

 

Sustainable mobility is crucial for the territory where 

architecture and methods of research in sustainable 

architecture are integrated. 

 

There is a wide consensus around the fact that public 

transports and light vehicles are the best strategy to 

achieve sustainable mobility [4]. Both in urban context 

and between cities or suburban areas, the Multi-Modal 

and Light-Vehicle solutions are widely presented has 

more sustainable when compared to the use of the 

individual automobile. Even literature that argues the 

opposite, does so, based on the assumption that vehicle 

occupancy is over 1.58. [5] which in the case of the 

necessary journeys is not applicable because the 

researcher is travelling alone. This paper describes the 

process of understanding if it is true, that it is cheaper 

less resource intense, and socially more stimulating, to 

use the Public Transports available and ride an Electric-

Bicycle (PT+EB), than to drive solo in an average 

Individual Car (IC). 
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Figure 1: Quantitative results for Individual Car (IC) and 

Public Transport plus Electric Bicycle (PT+EB) regarding 

journey total Km travelled, CO2 emitted, Euros invested and 

time spent. 

 

 

Graphic in (Fig. 1) summarizes the confirmation of 

our hypothesis and the main academic thought on 

transport sustainability. That is: when planning  an 

affordable, light CO2 emitting and socially integrated 

journey, to visit about hundred accommodations spread 

throughout a region such as the Alto Douro, the advise is 

the Multi-Modal solution. 

 
 
STATE OF THE ART 

In this study, we not only searched for the knowledge and 

literature available in this wide theme, but also tried to 

grasp the real local conditions that ground and support 

the investigation. 

 

Sustainability in Higher Education Institutions 

We have found research activity regarding the 

improvement of the environment performance of the 

Academic activity in University level, but always in top-

down approach (i.g. STARS, ACUPCC, ESHE). The 

available rating systems, and the certifications processes 

are very different than our proposed bottom-up approach. 

We intend to improve the method of planning the 

necessary tasks to accomplish one PhD project. This is 

usually, highly complex in therms of logistics due to visit 

and interview the managers of each accommodation 

building that is determined to use as case study. 

 

Sustainable Mobility Benchmarking 

There is scattered commercial oriented demonstrations of 

the advantages of commuting in economical, comfortable 

and healthy manner, using bicycles or electric assisted 

bicycles. This commercial approaches have in the last 

few years, due to the price of Diesel and Petrol raise, 

gained economical reinforcement in Portugal. 

 

We consider that this research in geographically 

dependent. Thus, in a countries like the Netherlands or in 

regions like Scandinavia, where riding a bicycle and 

using the train are the common mobility choice, the 

research might not be so pertinent. Even so, the 

quantification by practical local experience might also be 

necessary, but apparently, it is  taken for granted, for we 

couldn't find any research demonstrating the academic  

sustainability benefits based on mobility solutions 

benchmarking. We have analysed a similar exercise in 

Portugal, named “100 dias de bicicleta”, where 

objectives were focused on the infrastructural issues, for 

it is a theses in Communication and Transport 

Engineering. In that case, is not demonstrated the 

effective comparison of sustainability indicators in the 

academic research process, regarding the chosen mobility 

solutions. 

 

Sustainable Tourism and Cycloturism in Douro region 

In perspective with the strategic discussions, guidelines 

and intentions to promote the use of light vehicles, it is 

our conviction that Douro would benefit, from a intense 

attention and care for better receiving tourists in bicycles. 

It is often an argument against our hypothesis, that the 

characteristics of the territory and hot temperatures in 

summer makes the uphill pedal very harsh and 

undesirable. The truth is that without effort, I 

occasionally spotted a group of British tourists cycling 

the road EN108 at Caldas de Moledo near Peso da 

Régua. This coincidence, constituted an extra motivation 

to raise awareness to this possibility of moving around 

and experiencing Douro. 

 

Figure 2: Cyclotourists observed in road EN108, at Caldas de 

Moledo near Peso da Régua. 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

The Approach 

Literature related to greening academic institutions refers 

mostly the adoption of Top-down processes. We were 

only capable of finding studies related to Greening the 
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Entire University Campos or analysis of waste 

management in Education Institutions. The available 

literature also deals with Sustainability in Higher 

Education aiming to rationalize the rapid growth in the 

number of institutions and its research renovation support 

strategies. Recent publications demonstrate that some 

development has been made in order to “identify best 

practices in this field and obtain knowledge that allows 

for the creation and development of a guide to social 

responsibility adapted specifically to higher education 

institutions.”(Sustainability Tracking, Assessment & 

Rating System (STARS). Nevertheless, we also agree 

with the statement highlighting that “investigating 

sources of sustainable competitive advantage must be 

done not only on organizations but also in organizations” 

[6], and it is in these logic of Bottom-up approach that 

we fit our practical and quantitative study. 

 

Has stated previously, this paper presents a research 

inside a bigger research project. The exercise here 

proposed, synthesizes theoretically, the practical 

possibility of visiting hundred buildings spread across an 

area of hundred per thirty-five kilometres, with the 

twisted Douro river dividing this area lengthwise. 

 

Starting issues on this quantitative oriented approach, 

were related to choosing means of transport available, 

sequence of the visits, which data to collect, and how to 

collect the data. 

 

Mobility Solution Available 

In relation to the means of transport to compare, the first 

and immediate option is to drive all necessary distances 

using individual car. Second possibility is to use the Train 

and Coaches to distances over 40km and use a regular 

Bicycle or, an Electric Assisted Bicycle that could allow 

less fatigue and faster up-hill trajectories. We set for the 

following two solutions to realize the necessary trips 

from Porto city to the case-study buildings: 

1.using the individual car (IC); 

2.using Public Transports (Train and Bus) plus 

Electric Assisted Bicycle (PT+EAB). 

 

Ideally, the least energy intense solution would be a 

normal bicycle plus Train or BUS, though for practical 

reasons related to the formal nature of the meetings at the 

hotels, and due to the hilly Douro landscape morphology, 

we opted to have a very light electric backup, widely 

considered as the least resource intense method to travel 

relatively small distances. 

 

The journey 

Planning the sequence of the buildings visits, needs to 

take into account the agenda of the managers, time 

necessary for the visit and interview and the distance to 

next visiting site. To create comparable scenarios, first 

we monitored seven real field-trips using Individual Car, 

to obtain average values. Then gathered values of public 

transports plus electric assisted bicycle performance, 

both from the real data collected during a 40km trial test 

drive of the e-bicycle, and public transports (Train and 

Bus) data from the official transport providers internet 

sites. This constituted the values of representative trips, 

necessary to visit the buildings, for the two mobility 

solutions. 

 

Finally, in order to present a quantitative comparison 

of the selected means of transportation, we designed the 

best linear sequential path in google-earth, that allowed 

us to compare every and each track connecting two 

places necessary to visit. Figures 3 and 4 illustrates that 

comparison exercise. 

 

Figure 3: Overall path for Individual Car (IC) journey. 

 

 

Figure 4: Overall path for Public Transport plus Electric-

assisted Bicycle(PT+EB) journey. 
 
 
Economy, Environment and Social Dimensions 

Distance, CO
2
 emissions, financial investment and time 

spent, are the data we believe is necessary to demonstrate 

and benchmark sustainable mobility solution in 

quantifiable values. 

 

 Distance is the key value that allows the 

benchmarking of the experience. Every trip was tracked 

with the help of GPS and mapping and GIS software 

(GPS equipped mobile phone and Endomondo Sports 

Tracking mobile app and GPS Data Logger-QSTARZ 

BT-Q1300, with Travel Recorder PC Utility V5). 

 

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions calculations are 

extensively described in several publications both 

academical and commercial. Based on stabilized current 

assumptions it is possible to calculate CO
2
/km or CO

2
 per 

litre of fuel used, or Kwh of grid energy necessary to fill 

the E-Bicycle battery [3]. For this research CO
2
 is the 

only GHG calculated, and is the value representing the 

level of aggression to the Environment given the 

consensual assumption that the main challenge of this 
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century is to reduce GHG emissions, and that CO
2
 is the 

most recognized of this gases. All values presented only 

take into account consequences of displacement based on 

the amount of kilometre travelled. We neglected 

conceptions such as Embodied Energy, also didn’t add 

maintenance services costs. 

 

Although it is commonplace that “Time in money”, in 

this study time is the indicator of social balance. The 

main reason in that the time spent on commuting to work 

site, is not spent in other social or productive activities. 

Euros spent directly related to mobility needs are 

presented (i.g. fuel price, high-way tolls for the IC trips, 

Train and Bus tickets and electricity to fill batteries for 

PT+EB trips).  

 

Practical study constraints and set-backs. 

The planing tasks involved in these field-work are 

complex. The logistics, involved in the agenda of 

interviews with the Accommodation managers and the 

visits for architectural surveys in site, is not simple. 

Moreover if we intend to organize the trips in a efficient 

path that goes to all points spread in a large and complex 

territory such as the Douro region. Unfortunately the E-

bicycle was stolen wile under performance testing, just 

after charging the battery for the second time. The 

Bicycle was properly parked, properly locked, in the 

most central square of Porto city, just in front of the City 

Hall. This fact was remarkable set-back for the research, 

because no worst-case-scenario of burglary data would 

anticipate that the E-Bicycle prototype, out of the factory, 

would be stolen the first time ever parked in a public 

space near municipality police officers, wile never left 

unattended for more than 3 minutes. We refer this 

incident, that somehow compromised the study, for it is 

well representative of the lack of social stability and of 

the urgency of actions to strengthen all the three pillars in 

which the contemporary sustainability paradigm stands - 

Society Economy and Environment. 

 

 
FINDINGS DISCUSSION 
The journey by Car (IC) represents a total displacement 
distance of 969Km in 21 hours. Though we have two 
different cars available (table 1), the real probe trips were 
made on the worst performing vehicle, and for that 
reason, the overall results are presented for that vehicle. 
For both vehicles, data from the car manufacturer  
regarding CO

2
 emissions per 100km and from estimated 

Kg of CO
2
 per units of fuel consumption gave identical 

results shown in table 1. The cost presented is relative to 
commercial prices from local fuel providers in March 
2012. Quantitative values used for the Individual Car 
performances are based on literature and official reports 
from several entities and institutions, both national, 
international, industrial, academic and governmental.  
 
 
 
 

 
Table 1: IC journey results to available vehicles 

 

 

The Multi-modal journey by train, bus and e-bicycle 

represents a total displacement distance of 791Km in 23 

hours. We consider that the most remarkable aspect of 

this results is that this trip only consumes two hours more 

than the IC trip, which is due to the differences in 

possible shorter tracks by bicycle that are not possible by 

car. 

 

 
Table 2: PT+EB journey results 

 

 

Calculations for the Diesel Propelled Railway 

CO
2
/Km emissions are not different from the Electric 

Propelled Railway for two reasons. One, several articles 

on the subject (e.g. [1]), make no distinction on the CO
2
 

emissions of Trains, regardless of their energy source. We 

used the Commuter Rail values for this study. We are 

convinced that it would be legitimate to neglect the CO
2
 

emissions values for using the Train and Bus due to 

interior and sub-populated character of the Douro region. 

Buses and Trains are almost always half-empty and one 

user more contributes to a more efficient system. We 

opted to have a worst case scenario benchmark to avoid 

being to benevolent do the PT+EB mobility solution. 

Batterys charged at domestic electricity sources and its 

CO
2
 emissions per Kwh, are calculated based on 

international reports accepted. 

 
 

 

Figure 5: Results for PT+EB relatively to distance.  
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CONCLUSION 

Despite all the context difficulties associated with the 

practical implementation of this exercise, it is clear for 

us, that the economic and environmental benefits are 

impossible to refute. Less clear are the social benefits, 

mainly for the potential hazards of riding a fragile bicycle 

in narrow roads with mostly uncivilized drives and over-

speeding vehicles. On the other hand the Social strength 

lies on the deeper experience of the landscape and the 

interaction with locals. Thus the preferred solution 

probably will spend more in overnight for the case study 

visits ratio per day is less intense, this can be interpreted 

as positive for the region and not only investment in fuel. 

 

This study demonstrated that CO
2
 reduction potential 

only for the field work phase of one PhD project is not 

irrelevant. This illustrates the need for considering 

accounting processes and reduction strategies also at the 

academic research level. 

 

 As Sustainable Architecture Researchers, this study 

is a statement of coherency and holistic approach. This 

paper urges that if academics act accordingly to thinking 

and findings so the message is more intelligible. 

Sustainable research actions must be clear and actively 

spread in the contemporary highly scrutinized 

environment. In the last years, is notorious the increase 

of academic investigation related to sustainability, but it 

is also clear that the self analysis exercise, that is, the self 

assessment of sustainability performance is often, if not 

always, neglected. 

 

Figure 6: PT+EB  and IC journey results 

 

 

FURTHER RESEARCH 

Aspects that were not took into account in these study, 

Embodied Energy, operational cost, and other that would 

add more complexity and thorough comparison of the 

two presented solutions might need further research to 

validate this present results. While developing this 

project, other questions arose that we believe might be 

good further research topic. For example, compare the 

national or regional productivity index where train and 

public transports are commonly used, with other, regions 

or nations, that use mainly road and individual car as 

means for territorial mobility. 
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